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Are Australian regulatory codes adequate in scope to protect youth from alcohol advertising?

Abstract

Issue addressed: Exposure to alcohol advertising has been found to be associated with more positive attitudes toward alcohol and heavier drinking among youth. Appropriate regulation of alcohol advertising is thus crucial for reducing use among members of this population group. To assist policy makers in their alcohol control efforts, this study explored the scope of Australian alcohol advertising codes and the extent to which they address issues relating to youth exposure.

Methods: Two researchers assessed 628 unique alcohol advertisements against youth-related provisions of the Alcohol Advertising Review Board (AARB) Code and Alcohol Beverages Advertising Code (ABAC). A third researcher resolved discrepancies. The ads sampled were those that had been the subject of formal complaints to the AARB.

Results: Most (94%) ads were assessed as violating at least one of the AARB Code provisions relating to youth, while 36% were found to violate at least one of the ABAC youth provisions. The most frequently violated AARB Code provision related to placement, with 88% of ads located in places or broadcast at times where young people were likely to be exposed. The most frequently violated ABAC provision related to appeal to minors (33%).
Conclusions: Results indicate that self-regulation is an ineffective means of protecting youth from alcohol advertising, with the ABAC failing to capture many ads featuring content that appeals to youth.

So What? Greater efforts are required to protect youth from alcohol advertising. Findings from the present study reinforce calls for mandatory, evidence-based regulation that is administered independently of the alcohol industry.

Summary: An analysis of 628 unique alcohol advertisements found that the vast majority were in violation of the AARB Code’s youth-related provisions whereas substantially fewer were in violation of the ABAC, supporting arguments that self-regulation is an ineffective means of protecting youth from alcohol advertising.
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Introduction
Alcohol consumption is a leading risk factor for mortality and poor health worldwide\(^1\), with strong evidence documenting the association between consumption and a range of acute and chronic harms\(^2\). In Australia, the context of the present study, alcohol use has been found to contribute to 4.5\% of the nation’s disease and injury burden\(^3\). The resulting impact on the Australian economy is substantial: the overall cost of excessive alcohol consumption has been conservatively estimated at $36 billion annually, which includes costs associated with alcohol-related traffic accidents, health care, workplace absenteeism, and lost workplace productivity\(^4\). Reductions in alcohol consumption levels thus have the potential to minimise alcohol-related harm and reduce the economic costs associated with alcohol use.

Although the last decade has seen a decline in per-capita alcohol consumption among Australians\(^5\), overall consumption rates remain unacceptably high. Recent figures from the Australian Institute of Health and Welfare indicate that 25\% of people aged 14+ years consume alcohol at levels associated with single occasion risk\(^6\), defined as the consumption of more than four standard drinks on one occasion at least once a month\(^7\). Those aged 18 to 24 years are the riskiest drinkers, with 41\% consuming alcohol at levels associated with single occasion risk at least once a month\(^6\). Efforts are thus urgently needed to reduce population-level consumption of
alcohol to minimise the negative impacts of this harmful commodity. Such efforts are especially needed among children, adolescents, and young adults given the serious harms that have been associated with alcohol consumption among members of these population groups (e.g., blackouts, accidental injury, and suboptimal brain development).\(^8-10\)

Among adolescents and young adults, exposure to alcohol advertising has been found to be associated with more positive attitudes toward alcohol, increased alcohol consumption, heavier drinking, underage drinking, and earlier initiation of alcohol use.\(^11-15\) This is likely due to the unique developmental stage of adolescence and young adulthood, a period characterised by poor inhibitory control and neurobiological susceptibility to impulsivity, sensation seeking, sensitisation to reward cues, and risk-taking behaviour.\(^16-19\) Appropriate regulation of alcohol advertising is therefore crucial for reducing alcohol use, with the restriction or banning of alcohol advertising constituting one of the three ‘best buys’ recommended by the World Health Organization.\(^20\)

In Australia there are two voluntary advertising codes that provide guidelines for the marketing of alcohol products: the Alcohol Beverages Advertising Code (ABAC) and the Alcohol Advertising Review Board (AARB) Code. The ABAC, developed in 1998, is managed by the alcohol industry and has been criticised for being limited in scope and containing significant loopholes.\(^21-23\) In recognition of the compelling need for comprehensive and effective regulation of alcohol advertising in Australia, the AARB was established in March 2012 by public health groups as an alternate system of alcohol advertising review. During a comprehensive development phase, a steering committee comprising representatives from various health organisations produced a Code that covered all forms of alcohol marketing and contained provisions that related to protecting children and young people.\(^22,24\) Existing provisions from self-regulatory codes in Australia, New Zealand, the UK, and Canada were used to create the AARB content code. As there were few existing codes that could be used to inform development of the AARB placement code, the steering committee created a set of placement provisions that would reduce children’s exposure to alcohol advertising, guided by the recommendation made by the National Preventative Health Taskforce to “phase out alcohol promotions from times and placements which have high exposure to young people aged up to 25 years.”\(^25\)
This result of this development phase was a code that is substantially more comprehensive than the ABAC, especially in relation to protecting youth from exposure to alcohol marketing and appealing alcohol-related content. For example, the AARB contains 44 provisions (with 17 relating specifically to youth), while the ABAC contains only 12 (with just three youth-specific provisions). In addition, given brain development continues in young adulthood and is not fully complete until roughly 25 years of age\textsuperscript{26}, the AARB Code aims to minimise exposure to advertising among ‘young people’, which it defines as those aged less than 25 years. By contrast, the ABAC uses the term ‘minor’ in its provisions, which it defines as those younger than 18 years. To ensure the provision of an alcohol advertising review service that is impartial and unencumbered by vested interests, the AARB Code is administered independently of the alcohol industry. As a result, however, it is not endorsed by the industry.

\textbf{Present Study}

The appropriate regulation of alcohol advertising constitutes a potential means of reducing alcohol use among youth\textsuperscript{27}. To determine the extent to which Australia’s existing regulatory codes may require strengthening to better protect youth from alcohol advertising, the present study examined the scope of these codes and the extent to which they capture problematic alcohol advertisements by assessing a sample of advertisements that had been the subject of formal complaints to the AARB. Results may assist policy makers in their alcohol control efforts by identifying potential improvements to existing codes.

\textbf{Method}

\textbf{Advertisements}

A unique database of alcohol advertisements that were the subject of formal complaints submitted to the AARB from March 2012 to March 2017 was accessed. This database is compiled and managed by the Public Health Advocacy Institute of Western Australia and Cancer Council Western Australia. Permission was sought from and granted by the two organisations to use this database for research purposes.
Complaints related to 668 unique alcohol ads, of which 628 could be located and thus subject to content analysis. The remaining 40 ads were unavailable for review as they were no longer accessible. All ads were accompanied by meta data relating to the location of the ad and the time the ad was viewed by the complainant. All accessible ads were subject to analysis, regardless of whether the complaint to which it related was upheld by the AARB.

Coding Protocol
The ads were initially assessed by two researchers (XX and XX). Prior to commencing coding, the researchers familiarised themselves with both the AARB Code (available at https://alcohol.phaiwa.org.au/alcohol-advertising-review-board/about-aarb) and the ABAC (available at http://www.abac.org.au/publications/thecode/). They then discussed each of the provisions within the codes to ensure they had a shared understanding of the operationalisation of each. When reviewing complaints under the ABAC, assessors are asked to consider how a ‘reasonable’ person would interpret the communication, based upon the “values, opinions and life experiences found commonly in a majority of the community”28. The researchers took a similar approach to coding the ads in this study, with consideration given to the nature of the advertised product, the medium used, and those likely to be exposed to the ad. They then jointly coded the first 20 ads. Any discrepancies were discussed until consensus was reached. The remaining ads were then coded independently. Inter-rater reliability was 96% for violations to the AARB Code and 96% for violations to the ABAC. A third researcher, XX, resolved discrepancies in consultation with the other two researchers.

Those provisions relating specifically to youth/young people (for the AARB Code) and minors (for the ABAC) were the focus of the present study. The results that follow relate to these 17 AARB Code and 3 ABAC provisions.

Results
Violations: Overall
Ninety-four percent of ads in the sample violated at least one AARB Code provision relating to youth, while 36% violated at least one ABAC youth-related provision. On average, the ads in the
sample each violated three youth-related provisions from the AARB Code but less than one (0.41) from the ABAC (see Table 1).

Insert Table 1 about here

Violations: Specific
Table 2 presents the specific AARB Code and ABAC provisions relating to youth and the number of ads violating each. The most frequently violated AARB Code provision related to ad placement, with 88% of the ads located in places or broadcast at times where young people are exposed or are likely to be exposed. The next most frequently violated AARB Code provision related to content, with nearly half of all ads (48%) deemed to be directed at or have strong or evident appeal to young people (e.g., they used elements known to appeal to youth such as cartoon characters and/or animals, humour, or camaraderie\textsuperscript{29,30}).

One-third of the ads were assessed as being likely to appeal to minors and thus violated the relevant ABAC provision. The next most frequently violated ABAC provision related to the depiction of an adult who is under 25 years of age (8%).

Insert Table 2 about here

Discussion
To assist policy makers in their alcohol control efforts, the present study examined the scope of Australian alcohol advertising codes and the extent to which they address issues relating to youth appeal and exposure. The majority (94%) of the assessed ads were deemed to be in violation of the AARB Code’s youth-related provisions and a substantial minority (36%) were in violation of the ABAC.

Supporting criticisms that the wording of the ABAC is inadequate in scope and fails to capture many problematic alcohol ads\textsuperscript{21-23}, many more ads were deemed to be in violation of the AARB Code provision relating to the appeal of ads to youth compared to the ABAC provision relating to the appeal of ads to minors (48% vs. 33%). This discrepancy is most likely attributable to the
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differing definitions used in the codes, with the AARB Code defining youth as those aged less than 25 years and the ABAC defining minors as those younger than 18 years. Given brain development continues in young adulthood, and 18-25 year-olds are the most prevalent single occasion risky-drinkers\(^6\), protecting those under 25 years of age from alcohol advertising should be an important part of efforts to minimise alcohol-related harm. In this respect, the ABAC fails to adequately protect youth. If this scheme is to be retained, it should be expanded to protect young people up to 25 years of age.

The most frequently violated AARB Code provision related to placement, with the vast majority (88\%) of ads assessed in this study found to be in locations or broadcast at times where youth could be exposed. The ABAC did not include placement provisions during the data collection period, and the new placement provisions that came into effect in 2017 have been criticised for being narrow, unambitious, and substantially flawed\(^23\). The results of the present study support this view, with a key example being the failure of the new provisions to restrict advertising on public transport vehicles and stops. Around half of 5-17 year-olds use public transport to travel to and from school, compared to just 12\% of adults using public transport for their work commute\(^31\). Given that 26\% of the ads assessed were located on public transport vehicles or stops, many children are likely to be at high risk of being exposed to alcohol advertising on a daily basis.

Examination of those provisions that were found to be least frequently violated indicated that a substantial minority of these related to ad placement (e.g., broadcasting of alcohol advertisements on radio; broadcasting of ads screened before films rated 18+), which likely reflects the difficulties associated with capturing such ads to submit to the AARB. In addition, few ads breached provisions relating to the depiction of minors and/or adults under the age of 25 years, which is likely due to these provisions being explicit requirements of the ABAC.

**Implications**

Overall, the results suggest the independently-administered AARB Code is a more effective means of capturing problematic alcohol ads and protecting youth from such ads than the industry-led ABAC. The findings provide support for previous critiques of the ABAC\(^{21,23,24,32,33}\).
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and reinforce calls for an independent and mandatory regulatory framework that is appropriately enforced and includes substantial penalties for non-compliance\textsuperscript{21,23}. Such a framework should address the numerous flaws of the current regulatory framework by (i) ensuring young people up to 25 years of age are covered in content and placement provisions, (ii) closing loopholes that allow alcohol advertisements to be broadcast during restricted times, and (iii) developing and enforcing stronger placement provisions that cover all forms of marketing. Given the alcohol advertising self-regulatory system in Australia is complaints-driven and there is no active monitoring system\textsuperscript{21,24}, alcohol control advocates could look to engage the community to actively monitor and respond to problematic alcohol promotions. Finally, building support for the implementation of other evidence-based, effective alcohol policies, including controls on the price and availability of alcohol, would complement strategies addressing alcohol advertising regulation\textsuperscript{20}.

\textbf{Limitations} \\
The present study has several limitations. First, analyses were restricted to ads that were available via the AARB data set. These ads had been the subject of formal complaints to the AARB and thus cannot be considered representative of all alcohol promotion in Australia, nor do they necessarily reflect all alcohol ads that have breached either the AARB Code or the ABAC. Although access to these ads provided a unique opportunity to identify where improvements in regulations and/or mandatory regulation may be needed in relation to youth, research that assesses a random sample of alcohol ads is needed to provide results that can be generalised to all alcohol advertising in Australia. Second, as noted above, the data set only included ads that could be captured and substantiated. As ads on certain mediums (e.g., print) are easier to document than those broadcast via other means (e.g., radio), there was an under-representation of the latter.

Third, analyses examining audience reach could not be conducted due to lack of access to such data. This prevented comprehensive assessment of the extent to which young people were exposed to the ads sampled in the present study. Finally, the ads assessed were those captured during the first five years of the AARB Code. During this time, the ABAC did not feature placement provisions and, as such, the ads could not be coded to these provisions. Although the
results of the present study provide an indication of the lack of comprehensiveness of these new placement provisions, research that explicitly assesses alcohol ads against these recently introduced provisions is needed.

**Conclusion**

Among the alcohol ads assessed in the present study, all of which had been the subject of formal complaints to the AARB, most were found to be in violation of the AARB Code’s youth-related provisions whereas substantially fewer were in violation of the ABAC. The identified violation rates suggest that self-regulation may be an ineffective means of protecting youth from alcohol advertising. To address this issue, Australian policy makers may consider implementing a mandatory regulatory code that is independent of the alcohol industry.
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Table 1.
Frequency of AARB Code and ABAC provision violations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th># provisions violated</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AARB</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.00 (1.77)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>87</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>157</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>126</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5+</td>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>628</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2.
Proportion of ads violating each of the AARB and ABAC provisions relating to youth (in descending order of number of violations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AARB Provisions</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Advertisements should not be placed in places or at broadcast times where Young People are exposed or are likely to be exposed</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Advertisements shall not be directed at, or have a strong or evident appeal to, Young People</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Advertisements should not be placed in connection with content that appeals to Young People</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol advertisements shall not associate any Product with youth or youth symbols</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Alcohol Advertisements shall be placed at any train, tram, bus, or ferry stops</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Advertisements shall not portray Product in the context of, or in relation to, an activity attractive primarily to Young People</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Advertisements shall not appear online in connection with content that appeals or is likely to appeal to Young People</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Advertisements shall not be broadcast on free-to-air and pay television between 5am and 9pm</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol Advertisements shall not appear at cultural or sporting events that appeal or are likely to appeal to Young People</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labels, graphics, artwork, brand names, packaging, containers and other marketing materials and techniques shall not have an appearance of special appeal to Young People by way of designs, motifs, cartoon characters or other devices that predominantly</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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appeal to Young People

| Adults appearing in Alcohol Advertisements must be over 25 years of age and be clearly depicted as adults of this age | 58 | 9 |
| Alcohol Advertisements shall not include a person or character whose example is likely to be followed by Young People or who has strong appeal to Young People | 50 | 8 |
| No Alcohol Advertisements shall be placed on any means of public transport | 39 | 6 |
| Alcohol Advertisements are not permitted within 500m of schools. This provision does not apply to Alcohol Advertisements that are on premises licensed to sell Alcoholic Beverages | 24 | 4 |
| Alcohol Advertisements are not permitted in publications that appeal or are likely to appeal to Young People. This provision does not apply to alcohol industry publications | 16 | 3 |
| Alcohol Advertisements may only be shown during R18+ films | 6 | 1 |
| Alcohol Advertisements shall not be broadcast on radio between 5am and 9pm | 3 | < 1 |

**ABAC Provisions**

| A Marketing Communication must not have Strong or Evident appeal to Minors | 207 | 33 |
| A Marketing Communication must not depict an Adult who is under 25 years of age and appears to be an Adult unless: | 48 | 8 |
| (i) they are not visually prominent | |
| (ii) they are not a paid model or actor and are shown in a Marketing Communication that has been placed within an Age | |
Restricted Environment

A Marketing Communication must not depict a person who is or appears to be a Minor unless they are shown in an incidental role in a natural situation (for example, a family socialising responsibly) and where there is no implication they will consume or serve alcohol.

Note. The definitions of terms within the AARB Code are available at https://alcohol.phaiwa.org.au/alcohol-advertising-review-board. Definitions of terms within the ABAC are available at www.abac.org.au.
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